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Auder
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outlet and less patronage. With the advent of innovative art spaces like The
Kitchen in mid-70s New York Auder’s work found a home. But it is only now in
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------these
digital diary days that we can appreciate just how influential that work has
.

been—a fact evident1 from
Andrew
Neel's film with Auder, The$24,000.00
Feature, a
. Mathew
Cerletty
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work but they haven’t really seen it in

So much of your autobiographical-ish work seems to anticipate what
the kids are doing now with vlogs and video diaries.
Totally. I used video “reality” before it was coined. I did what television does,
https://www.nowness.com/story/truth-auder
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I follow technology. I started to work reel-to-reel and then went into some
videocassette, then video-8, then mini-DV… As the technology changed I adapted
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Exactly.
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Does it raise the bar of the medium?
https://www.nowness.com/story/truth-auder
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of people, therefore they

become more interested in my films because I am making my own films without
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using the principle of filmmaking. I just take somebody crying, somebody saying
Invoice number:
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something,
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what I am doing is exposing the imperfection of the world. I’m just using me as
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Yeah.

I never had that feeling of vindication. That’s what I did. In the first ten years of
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video—1970 to 1980—my
point TOTAL
was to/ make
movies
on film to show
INVOICE
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them. Television didn’t want them because the signal was too weak (now people
Payment
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camera
phone footage on TV). It never worked out. I could never find

thePlease
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to do
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I was
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reference. interesting. I became an
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artist
later, in the late 70s. My last film was Cleopatra and then I gave up and
Amount does not include packing, shipping, taxes, insurance.

went into video and I closed everything to communicate with that system. And
the tools came—you can make a movie every day.
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be satisfying to look at so much
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It’s nerve-wracking. But as the title says [Keeping Busy: An Inaccurate Survey] it
is inaccurate because I have so much more.

